New for 2020

For every five cards sold by the end of the sale the youth will be entered into a drawing for an Oculus Quest. So sell 10 cards, get two chances. Sell 50 cards get 10 chances. It will be the responsibility of the Unit Champion to see that the paperwork is forwarded to the council by June 1st. Winner to be announced June 5th. Unit champions need to record the Scout and the number of cards sold on the Incentive Report Form.

Oculus Quest is our first all-in-one gaming system built for virtual reality. Now you can play almost anywhere with just a VR headset and controllers.

Council Top Salesman Prize — One

The Top Council Salesman will receive a $150.00 Amazon Gift Card. *must sell at least 250 cards. **Top Council Salesman is not eligible for Top District Salesman Prize.

District Top Salesman Prize — One per District

The Top District salesman in each district will receive a $100.00 Amazon Gift Card. *must sell at least 175 cards.